
Call # TITLE & AUTHOR
001.94 PFUND Antediluvian world : a new interpretation of Plato's writings on 

Atlantis / by Charles D. Pfund

001.944 ZADA In the valleys of the noble beyond : in search of the Sasquatch / John 

Zada

006.7 MEINZ So you want to start a podcast : finding your voice, telling your story, 

and building a community that will listen / Kristen Meinzer

070 CLOUD The Murrow boys : pioneers on the front lines of broadcast 

journalism / Stanley Cloud and Lynne Olson

070.4 LEVIN Unfreedom of the press / Mark R. Levin

070.92 PELLE Truth worth telling : a reporter's search for meaning in the stories of 

our times / Scott Pelley

133.8 BROWN Remote viewing : the science and theory of nonphysical perception / 

by Courtney Brown

133.8 SMITH The essential guide to remote viewing : the secret military remote 

perception skill anyone can learn / Paul H. Smith, PhD (Major, US 

Army, ret.)

133.9 JACKS Signs : the secret language of the universe / Laura Lynne Jackson

151.8 JAXN Don't forget your crown : self-love has everything to do with it / 

Derrick Jaxn

153.9 EPSTE Range : why generalists triumph in a specialized world / David 

Epstein

158.1 DESMO How to stay human in a f*cked-up world : mindfulness practices for 

real life / Tim Desmond

158.1 SHRIV I've been thinking ... : reflections, prayers, and meditations for a 

meaningful life / Maria Shriver

200.9 BERRY The sacred universe : earth, spirituality, and religion in the twenty-

first century / Thomas Berry ; edited and with a foreword by Mary 

Evelyn Tucker

203.7 SCHIL Morning altars : a 7-step practice to nourish your spirit with nature, 

art, and ritual / Day Schildkret

221 PRAGE The rational Bible : Genesis, God, creation, and destruction / Dennis 

Prager ; edited by Joseph Telushkin

289.9 SCORA Leaving the witness : exiting a religion and finding a life / Amber 

Scorah

297.09 UDDIN When Islam is not a religion : inside America's fight for religious 

freedom / Asma T. Uddin

302.23 MCCUL Because internet : understanding the new rules of language / 

Gretchen McCulloch

303.4833 ODELL How to do nothing : resisting the attention economy / Jenny Odell

305.244 PHILP I miss you when I blink : essays / Mary Laura Philpott

305.409 PINE Notes to self : essays / Emilie Pine

305.48 VALEN When I was white : a memoir / Sarah Valentine
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305.8 KING Gods of the upper air : how a circle of renegade anthropologists 

reinvented race, sex, and gender in the twentieth century / Charles 

King

305.8 MCAUL Beyond Charlottesville : taking a stand against white nationalism / 

Terry McAuliffe

306.7 TADDE Three women / Lisa Taddeo

306.76 STEIN The Stonewall Riots : a documentary history / Marc Stein

307.09 PREVO Snob zones : fear, prejudice, and real estate / Lisa Prevost

307.12 SPECK Walkable city : how downtown can save America, one step at a time 

/ Jeff Speck

307.76 GLAES Triumph of the city : how our greatest invention makes us richer, 

smarter, greener, healthier, and happier / Edward Glaeser

307.76 JACOB The death and life of great American cities / Jane Jacobs

322.1 HOROW Dark agenda : the war to destroy Christian America / David Horowitz

324.273 ALBER American carnage : on the front lines of the Republican civil war and 

the rise of President Trump / Tim Alberta

333.72 BASKI The work of nature : how the diversity of life sustains us / Yvonne 

Baskin

338.1 FOWLER Shattering : food, politics, and the loss of genetic diversity / Cary 

Fowler and Pat Mooney

338.1 PATEL Stuffed and starved : the hidden battle for the world food system / 

Raj Patel

338.766 LEONA Kochland : the secret history of Koch Industries and corporate power 

in America / Christopher Leonard

338.766 ROBIN The world according to Monsanto : pollution,  corruption, and the 

control of the world's food supply / Marie-Monique Robin

345.73 ABRAM Theodore Roosevelt for the defense : the courtroom battle to save 

his legacy / Dan Abrams and David Fisher

347.7326 HEMIN Justice on trial : the Kavanaugh confirmation and the future of the 

Supreme Court / Mollie Hemingway, Carrie Severino

355.6 COTTO Sacred duty : a soldier's tour at Arlington National Cemetery / Tom 

Cotton

359.009 MCRAV Sea stories : my life in special operations / Admiral William H. 

McRaven (U.S. Navy retired)

362.293 RIEDE In pain : a bioethicist's personal struggle with opioids / Travis Rieder

362.5 ARNAD Dignity : seeking respect in back row America / Chris Arnade

362.6 ARONS Elderhood : redefining medicine, life, and aging in America / Louise 

Aronson

362.712 STACK Women's work : a reckoning with home and help / Megan K. Stack

362.82 SYNDE No visible bruises : what we don't know about domestic violence can 

kill us / Rachel Louise Snyder

363.25 BOWDE The last stone / Mark Bowden

363.283 HILL Five presidents : my extraordinary journey with Eisenhower, 

Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, and Ford / Clint Hill with Lisa McCubbin

363.325 SESAY Beneath the tamarind tree : a story of courage, family, and the lost 

schoolgirls of Boko Haram / Isha Sesay



363.7387 METCA Paying for pollution : why a carbon tax is good for America / Gilbert 

E. Metcalf

363.8 GOTTL Food justice / Robert Gottlieb and Anupama Joshi

363.8 JENSE Empty harvest : understanding the link between our food, our 

immunity, and our planet / Bernard Jensen & Mark Anderson

363.8 ROBER The end of food / Paul Roberts

364.1323 BULLO Moneyland : the inside story of the crooks and kleptocrats who rule 

the world / Oliver Bullough

364.152 CEP Furious hours : murder, fraud, and the last trial of Harper Lee / Casey 

Cep364.1522 ASHTO Life after suicide : finding courage, comfort & community after 

unthinkable loss / Jennifer Ashton, M.D

364.1523 ABBOT The ghosts of Eden Park : the bootleg king, the women who pursued 

him, and the murder that shocked jazz- age America / Karen Abbott

364.1552 RUBIN Ballad of the whiskey robber : a true story of bank heists, ice hockey, 

Transylvanian pelt smuggling, moonlighting detectives, and broken 

hearts / Julian Rubinstein

364.162 JOHNS The feather thief : beauty, obsession, and the natural history heist of 

the century / Kirk Wallace Johnson

364.6 SERED Until we reckon : violence, mass incarceration, and a road to repair / 

Danielle Sered

394.12 KAUFM A short history of the American stomach / Frederick Kaufman

423 MARTI The dictionary wars : the American fight over the English language / 

Peter Martin

510 ORLIN Math with bad drawings : illuminating the ideas that shape our 

reality / Ben Orlin

572.8 WARD Lamarck's revenge : how epigenetics is revolutionizing our 

understanding of evolution's past and present / Peter Ward

581.632 NABHA Where our food comes from : retracing Nikolay Vavilov's quest to 

end famine / Gary Paul Nabhan ; foreword by Ken Wilson

598.417 QUETT Papa Goose : one year, seven goslings, and the flight of my life / 

Michael Quetting ; foreword by Stacey O'Brien ; translated by Jane 

Billinghurst

610.69 GOLDB How to be a patient : the essential guide to navigating the world of 

modern medicine / Sana Goldberg, RN

613.0438 BARNE What to do for senior health : easy to read, easy to use / Albert 

Barnett, Nancy Rushton, Lynne Mumaw

613.2 KOZLO The Jane Austen diet : Austen's secrets to food, health, and 

incandescent happiness / Jane Austen and Bryan Kozlowski

613.25 GUNDR The longevity paradox : how to die young at a ripe old age / Steven 

R. Gundry, MD, with Jodi Lipper

614.57 PREST Crisis in the red zone : the story of the deadliest Ebola outbreak in 

history, and of the outbreaks to come / Richard Preston

615.1 EBAN Bottle of lies : the inside story of the generic drug boom / Katherine 

Eban

618.928 SIEGE The politics of autism / Bryna Siegel

618.97 GOODE Dementia: the demon in the closet / Pamela Goodell



631.5 AUSUB Seeds of Change : the living treasure : the passionate story of the 

growing movement to restore biodiversity and revolutionize the way 

we think about food / Kenny Ausubel

631.5 KLOPP First the seed : the political economy of plant biotechnology, 1492-

2000 / Jack Ralph Kloppenburg, Jr

631.53 ENGDA Seeds of destruction : the hidden agenda of genetic manipulation / F. 

William Engdahl

631.87 JENKI The humanure handbook : shit in a nutshell / by Joseph C. Jenkins

631.87 LOGSD Holy shit : managing manure to save mankind / Gene Logsdon ; 

illustrations by Brooke Budner

635.04 BUBEL The new seed-starters handbook / by Nancy Bubel ; illustrations by 

Frank Fretz ; photographs by Alison Miksch & Rodale Press 

Photography Staff

635.04 DEPPE Breed your own vegetable varieties : the gardener's and farmer's 

guide to plant breeding and seed saving / Carol Deppe

636.7 FARME Bessie's story : watching the lights go out / Thomas W. Farmen

641.3 FRIES Chasing chiles : hot spots along the pepper trail / Kurt Michael 

Friese, Kraig Kraft, and Gary Paul Nabhan

641.5 BRANC Heart of the home : notes from a vineyard kitchen / by Susan Branch

647.95 LEVY The castle on Sunset : life, death, love, art, and scandal at 

Hollywood's Chateau Marmont / Shawn Levy

650 COLEM The proximity principle : the proven strategy that will lead to the 

career you love / Ken Coleman

741.54 GHARI I was their American dream : a graphic memoir / Malaka Gharib ; 

coloring by Toby Leigh

781.66 HELLE Strange stars : David Bowie, pop music, and the decade sci-fi 

exploded / Jason Heller

791. 45 SETOO Ladies who punch : the explosive inside story of The view / Ramin 

Setoodeh

792.7 BELL The awkward thoughts of W. Kamau Bell : tales of a 6' 4  African 

American  heterosexual  cisgender, left-leaning, asthmatic, Black and 

proud blerd, mama's boy, dad, and stand-up comedian / W. Kamau 

Bell

796.357 SELIG For the good of the game : the inside story of the surprising and 

dramatic transformation of Major League Baseball / Bud Selig with 

Phil Rogers

796.42 KISLE Running past fifty : advice and inspiration for senior runners / Gail 

Waesche Kislevitz ; foreword by Amby Burfoot

796.51 DAUPH When you find my body : the disappearance of Geraldine Largay on 

the Appalachian Trail / D. Dauphinee

796.6 KRANI The world's fastest man : the extraordinary life of cyclist Major 

Taylor, America's first Black sports hero / Michael Kranish

809 BLOOM Possessed by memory : the inward light of criticism / Harold Bloom
811 BERRY The mad farmer poems / Wendell Berry

814.54 ELLIS White / by Bret Easton Ellis

814.54 GINSB Post-its from my life: Still searching / Jay B. Ginsburg



815 SAY Say it plain : a century of great African American speeches / edited 

by Catherine Ellis and Stephen Drury Smith

818.6 CARRO What do we need men for? : a modest proposal / E. Jean Carroll

818.6 GUISE Fifty things that aren't my fault : essays from the grown-up years / 

Cathy Guisewite

818.6 MARX Why don't you write my eulogy now so I can correct it? : a mother's 

suggestions / Patricia Marx ; illustrated by Roz Chast

818.609 SOTHE Monsieur Mediocre : one American learns the high art of being 

everyday French / John von Sothen

823.914 MORRI In my mind's eye : a thought diary / Jan Morris

914.436 BAXTE A year in Paris : season by season in the City of Light / John Baxter

914.55 MAYES See you in the piazza : new places to discover in Italy / Frances 

Mayes914.91 MOSS Names for the sea : strangers in Iceland

917.3 FEREN Not your average travelers : 40 years of adventures in all the U.S. 

national parks / Nancy-Ann Feren

919.69 DOUGH Hawaii, the big island revealed

940.5318 FAIRW The volunteer : one man, an underground army, and the secret 

mission to destroy Auschwitz / Jack Fairweather

940.5347 ALEXI Last witnesses : an oral history of the children of World War II / 

Svetlana Alexievich 

940.5412 WILLI Dear Mary : letters home from the 10th Mountain Division (1944-

1945) / Sydney M. Williams

940.5486 KEAN The bastard brigade : the true story of the renegade scientists and 

spies who sabotaged the Nazi atomic bomb / Sam Kean

941.06 MORTI The time traveler's guide to restoration England : a handbook for 

visitors to the seventeenth century: 1660-1700 / Ian Mortimer

947.461 PETER The city-state of Boston : the rise and fall of an Atlantic power, 1630-

1865 / Mark Peterson

954.03 GILMO The British in India : a social history of the Raj / David Gilmour

958.104 SCHIL Alone at dawn : Medal of Honor Recipient John Chapman and the 

untold story of the world's deadliest special operations force / Dan 

Schilling & Lori Chapman Longfritz

973.3 ATKIN The British are coming : the war for America, Lexington to Princeton, 

1775-1777 / Rick Atkinson

973.7 HORWI Spying on the South : an odyssey across the American divide / Tony 

Horwitz

973.933 MUELL The Mueller report : presented with related materials by The 

Washington Post / Robert S. Mueller ;  U. S. Department of Justice, 

Special Counsel's Office ; introduction and analysis by reporters 

Rosalind S. Helderman and Matt Zapotosky

973.933 MUELL The Mueller report : the final report of the Special Counsel into 

Donald Trump, Russia, and collusion / with an introduction by Alan 

Dershowitz ; as issued by the Department of Justice

973.933 REID The man who sold America : Trump and the unraveling of the 

American story / Joy-Ann Reid



973.933 WOLFF Siege : Trump under fire / Michael Wolff

975.5 KUPPE Pocahontas and the English boys : caught between cultures in early 

Virginia / Karen Ordahl Kupperman

977 GEIST Lake of the Ozarks : my surreal summers in a vanishing America / Bill 

Geist

996 THOMP Sea people : the puzzle of Polynesia / Christina Thompson

BIOGRAPHY BERRY Thomas Berry : a biography / Mary Evelyn Tucker, John Grim, and 

Andrew Angyal

BIOGRAPHY BIDDLE Embers of childhood : growing up a Whitney / Flora Miller Biddle

BIOGRAPHY BIDEN Where the light enters : building a family, discovering myself / Jill 

Biden

BIOGRAPHY BRANCH The fairy tale girl / Susan Branch

BIOGRAPHY CARO Working : researching, interviewing, writing / Robert A. Caro

BIOGRAPHY CARR All that you leave behind : a memoir / Erin Lee Carr

BIOGRAPHY CARY Ladysitting : my year with nana at the end of her century / Lorene 

Cary

BIOGRAPHY COLLINS Carrying the fire : an astronaut's journeys / Michael Collins ; 

foreword by Charles A. Lindbergh

BIOGRAPHY DAY Dapper Dan : made in Harlem : a memoir / by Daniel R. Day with 

Mikael Awake

BIOGRAPHY EISENHOWER The soul of an American president : the untold story of Dwight D. 

Eisenhower's faith / Alan Sears and Craig Osten with Ryan Cole

BIOGRAPHY FOLDS A dream about lightning bugs : a life of music and cheap lessons / 

Ben Folds

BIOGRAPHY FULLER Travel light, move fast / Alexandra Fuller

BIOGRAPHY GARCIA MARQUEZ Solitude & company : the life of Gabriel Garcia Marquez told with 

help from his friends, family, fans, arguers, fellow pranksters, drunks, 

and a few respectable souls /Silvana Paternostro

BIOGRAPHY GIRMA Haben : the deafblind woman who conquered Harvard Law / Haben 

Girma

BIOGRAPHY GOGGINS Can't hurt me : master your mind and defy the odds / David Goggins

BIOGRAPHY HARRIS The truths we hold : an American journey / Kamala Harris

BIOGRAPHY HESTON Charlton Heston : Hollywood's last icon / Marc Eliot

BIOGRAPHY JARRETT Finding my voice : my journey to the West Wing and the path 

forward / Valerie Jarrett

BIOGRAPHY KENNEDY America's reluctant prince : the life of John F. Kennedy Jr. / Steven 

M. Gillon

BIOGRAPHY MACKAY The bonanza king : John Mackay and the battle over the greatest 

riches in the American West / Gregory Crouch

BIOGRAPHY OCONNOR First : Sandra Day O'Connor / Evan Thomas

BIOGRAPHY ODOM Darkness to light : a memoir / Lamar Odom ; and Chris Palmer

BIOGRAPHY RUNDGREN The individualist : digressions, dreams & dissertations / Todd 

RundgrenBIOGRAPHY SMITH Salt in my soul : an unfinished life / Mallory Smith

BIOGRAPHY STANLEY Backstage pass / Paul Stanley

BIOGRAPHY STERN Howard Stern comes again / Howard Stern



BIOGRAPHY WELTEROTH More than enough : claiming space for who you are (no matter what 

they say) / Elaine Welteroth

BIOGRAPHY WOODFOX Solitary unbroken by four decades in solitary confinement. My story 

of transformation and hope / Albert Woodfox ; with Leslie George


